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Royal Caribbean 
 “Celebrity Millennium” 

The Real Problem is 5G Wireless Radiation 
 

 

June 10, 2021 (Reuters) – Cruise operator Royal Caribbean said on Thursday two 
guests onboard its Celebrity Millennium ship have tested positive for COVID-19, but are 
asymptomatic and currently in isolation. 
 
The guests, who were sharing a room, are being monitored by the company’s medical 
team, the cruise operator said, adding that it was conducting contact tracing, expediting 
testing for all close contacts of the individuals. 
 
Celebrity Millennium was one of the first cruises in North America to restart sailing last 
week, after more than a year of no cruising. 
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Royal Caribbean started sailing in June after meeting the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention’s (CDC) comprehensive guidelines that included a fully vaccinated crew 
and everyone over 16 presenting proof of vaccination against COVID-19. 
 
Cruise operators are among the last to return to their pre-pandemic operations as the 
CDC laid out strict guidance earlier this year for the cruise industry for resuming trips, 
after some ships became hotbeds for the virus last year. 
  

 

An aft view of the Celebrity Millennium with three of its 5G wireless satellite transceivers 
visible upper right portion. 
 
2 passengers on a Celebrity cruise tested positive for COVID-19; here’s what a travel 
publication representative reported what she saw: 
 
“As I reported earlier this week, I’m currently onboard Celebrity Cruises‘ Celebrity 
Millennium, the first big cruise ship to sail in North America — and to allow American 
passengers — in more than 15 months. Thursday, two passengers on the ship, which is 
sailing at only about 30% capacity, tested positive for COVID-19. Here’s a look at what 
we know about how the situation was handled. 
 
I spent most of Thursday ashore in Aruba, one of three ports on the itinerary and one of 
two that allowed us to meander about on our own. As such, I booked an independent 
excursion and spent seven hours exploring caves and lazing on the beach. 
 

https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/celebrity/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/first-big-ship-cruise-north-america-first-look/
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Two cases of COVID-19 were found onboard during testing required for re-entry into St. 
Maarten at the end of the sailing.  
 
When I returned to the ship, I had messages from several industry colleagues, asking if 
I had heard the news. St. Maarten requires testing for all passengers on the ship in 
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order for everyone to disembark at the end of the sailing on June 12. The line began 
testing passengers Thursday, and two of the results came back positive. 
 
According to a press release from Celebrity — which required all cruisers 16 and older 
to be vaccinated for this sailing in order to prevent mass spread of the virus — the 
passengers, who are in the same cabin, were each tested again, and the second test 
came back positive also. 
 
As a result, the line turned to the new protocols it has been developing for the past 
several months during the industry’s hiatus and enacted its contact tracing methods to 
reach out to passengers who were likely to have been exposed. 
 

 

I was told I would have to stay in my room until I could be tested and the results came 
back negative. I ordered room service because I had to miss dinner, and it arrived hot, 
beautifully plated and delicious.  
 
Around 6 p.m. on Thursday, I was informed that the ill passengers, who are 
asymptomatic, were on the same shore excursion as I was two days ago in Barbados 
and that I should proceed down to Deck 3’s conference center to be tested. (I had 
originally signed up to be tested Friday morning, a process that Celebrity made rather 
easy with the help of a QR code and a web-based scheduling system.) 
 
When I reached the check-in desk outside the conference center, I was told to go back 
to my cabin and that one of the ship’s nurses would come to test me. (The testing 
facility has extended hours until midnight tonight for anyone who wants to voluntarily be 
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swabbed, but those who had close contact with the passengers who tested positive are 
being given priority.) 
 
In the hour and 45 minutes that followed, I received a phone call to tell me to remain in 
my cabin and verify that a nurse was coming; an in-person visit from two officers who 
apologized for the inconvenience and reminded me, again, to stay in my cabin; and 
another phone call to verify that a nurse was on her way and that I’d have access to 
unlimited Wi-Fi and free on-demand movies. 
 
The ship is offering free on-demand movies for quarantined passengers to watch while 
they wait for their test results. 
 
From the start, Celebrity has been totally transparent about what’s happening, and the 
captain of Celebrity Millennium, which is carrying about 600 passengers and 700 crew, 
made an announcement to say that 200 passengers had been tested since the first two 
positives had been detected, and no additional positive results were found. 
 
At about 7:45 p.m., a nurse wearing lots of PPE and a gentleman in a suit, mask and 
face shield knocked on my door, at which point I was given a PCR test by the nurse. 
Although it was uncomfortable, it was pretty painless. 
 
When I spoke with the first person who called me on the phone, I asked how long the 
test results take to come back. She said two hours, max, but the man who accompanied 
the nurse who administered my test told me that it would take several hours, and I might 
not have my results until Friday morning. 
 
Because the isolation meant I had to miss dinner, I ordered room service. When it 
arrived, I yelled through the door to ask the crew member delivering it to please leave it 
outside the door for me, as I was awaiting a test result. He obliged. 
 
The cruise line delivered sparkling wine and chocolates to my cabin while I was waiting 
for my test results.  
 
Several minutes later, another knock revealed a member of the culinary staff, who 
stopped by to deliver sparkling wine and chocolates. 
 
Celebrity took good care of me while I waited for my results to come back, which 
happened around 10:30 p.m., when I got a call from the hotel director. However, 
although I tested negative, I have to remain in my cabin until the morning, as the 
medical team wants all results returned before allowing us out and about onboard. 
(Everyone on the excursion was tested, along with the ill passengers’ room steward and 
dining room waiters.) 
 
It’s important to note that, statistically, this was bound to happen, and I’m not at all 
surprised it did. Everyone onboard is fully vaccinated (except for the children, of whom 
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there are only eight), and none of us, including kids, was allowed to board without 
negative PCR tests pre-cruise. 
 
But vaccines aren’t 100% effective, meaning that there’s still a small chance for a fully 
inoculated vessel to see a COVID-19 case or two onboard. It’s a risk I knew I was taking 
when I booked the sailing and one I’d take again in a heartbeat, especially after seeing 
how well this was handled. 
 

 
 
If you look closely in this ¾ aerial view in Arctic waters, you can see the 5G white 
globes extending high above the aft area’s 11th deck of the Celebrity Millennium.  These 
globes protect the 5G antenna transceivers from the elements.  5G because of its use 
of millimeter wave spectrum requires an obstacle-free point-to-point line of wireless 
communication.  5G has an Achilles heel so to speak, it is vulnerable to fog, sea mist, 
snow, ice, rain, dust, and cloud cover.   
 
The key here is that, this time around, cruise lines are ready. So far, Celebrity has been 
up-front about the situation and quick to act to prevent the virus from spreading. It has 
contacted passengers known to have been potentially exposed to the cruisers who 
tested positive. It’s testing all of us (at its own expense), and it’s making sure we’re 
exceedingly comfortable in the process. 
 
Although officials haven’t yet said whether this will affect Celebrity Millennium’s next 
sailing, the line does have a plan for when this cruise ends. 
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I asked what will happen to the ill passengers when we reach St. Maarten in two days 
— we have a sea day tomorrow — and I was told that they will have to disembark, go 
straight to a hotel and stay there until they return negative test results. 
 
In addition to being the first line to allow Americans back onboard, Celebrity will also be 
the first line to have a ship sailing from a U.S. port again. Celebrity Edge, helmed by 
Captain Kate McCue, is set to depart from Fort Lauderdale on June 26 with the same 
protocols in place.” 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on Tuesday gave Royal 
Caribbean International the go-ahead to begin test cruises, the next step on the road to 
resuming revenue cruises.  
 
They're the first cruise line company to receive CDC approval for test cruises. The 
company's Freedom of the Seas ship, which is based in Port Miami, will begin running 
simulated cruises with volunteer passengers on June 20.  
 
It was the first cruise ship to sail from a U.S. port since March 2020, when the 
coronavirus pandemic brought the industry to a halt.  
 
"After 15 months of hard work and collaboration, today's approval of our simulated 
cruises on board Freedom of the Seas is the latest promising step in our path to return 
to sailing in the U.S.,” Royal Caribbean International CEO Michael Bayley told PEOPLE 
in a statement. "We look forward to welcoming our crew, loyal guests and supporters 
from around the world this summer."  
 
According to the CDC's Framework for Conditional Sailing Order (CSO), passengers on 
simulated cruises are not required to be vaccinated — though if they aren't, they must 
either provide written documentation from a health care provider or must give a 
personal statement attesting they are not at high risk for developing a severe infection if 
exposed to COVID-19.  
 
All must also agree to be evaluated for COVID-19 symptoms both before embarking 
and after disembarking, as well as agree to be tested for COVID-19 in a 3-5 day period 
following the test cruise's completion. In the case of the Celebrity Millennium, all 
passengers had been fully vaccinated for as part of the cruise lines requirements. 
 
Test cruises will only be allowed to carry 10 percent of total passenger capacity 
permitted. Meals, excursions, and entertainment events will require social distancing. 
 
Back in October, the CDC released its CSO, lifting a previous no-sail ban and replaced 
it with a list of new health protocols and actionable items, which acted as a pathway to a 
"framework of actionable items" for cruises to follow before safe and responsible sailing 
could continue.  Cruise companies had to set up additional testing and social distancing 
requirements before they could move forward to operate mock voyages. The 

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/tourism-cruises/article251674538.htmlthehttps:/www.miamiherald.com/news/business/tourism-cruises/article251674538.html
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simulations, like the ones Royal Caribbean will now be allowed to operate, are meant to 
test cruise ship operators' ability to mitigate COVID-19 risk.   
 
Those who are able to meet these requirements and obtain proper certification will then 
be on track to return to passenger voyages in a manner that mitigates COVID-19 risk 
among passengers, crew members, and communities. 
 
"CDC is committed to working with the cruise industry and seaport partners to resume 
cruising following the phased approach outlined in the CSO," CDC spokesperson Caitlin 
Shockey told ‘PEOPLE’ in a statement on Tuesday. "Over the past month, senior 
leadership from CDC has met multiple times a week with cruise line senior executives to 
discuss the Framework for Conditional Sailing Order (CSO). During these meetings, 
participants asked questions and discussed the fastest path back to sailing without 
compromising safety. CDC and the cruise industry agree that the industry has what it 
needs to move forward and no additional roadblocks exist for resuming sailing by mid-
summer." 
 
Royal Caribbean will require all passengers over the age of 16 to present proof of 
vaccination when boarding, according to their Healthy Sail Panel. Starting in August, 
they'll require passengers over 12 show proof as well. 
 
The requirement conflicts with Florida Governor Ron DeSantis' recent legislation, which 
bans businesses from requiring proof of vaccination in the state. The move has caused 
some cruise lines to consider skipping Florida ports altogether. 
 
"I have refused to take the same approach as other lockdown governors," DeSantis said 
in a statement at the time. "In Florida, your personal choice regarding vaccinations will 
be protected and no business or government entity will be able to deny you services 
based on your decision." 
 
Royal Caribbean did not immediately respond to ‘PEOPLE's magazine request for 
comment. 
 
I have been waiting to see what happened with the first cruise ship after more than a 
year of idled cruise ships. Billions of dollars have been lost over the past 15 months.  In 
that the Celebrity Millennium has seven 5G antenna located on the 11th deck aft area, I 
would be interested in knowing the location of the stateroom where the two people who 
tested positive for COVID.  Cruise dates have been shifting into the future almost on a 
weekly basis since plans were being prepared for sailing.  Seven smaller cruise lines 
folded up and have went out of business since cruises were terminated a year ago. 
 
As of this report, we do not know if any more passengers will be diagnosed with 
symptoms of COVID.  This cruise was in Caribbean waters at a time of the year when 
weather is near perfect.  I have stated since January, 2020, it’s not COVID; it’s really 5G 
wireless energy.  The cruise line operators spent millions to “sanitize” the cruise ships 
and so only time will tell if I am correct.  But this is certainly not a good sign for the first 

https://www.celebritycruises.com/health-and-safety
https://people.com/travel/norwegian-cruise-line-may-skip-florida-ports-ban-vaccine-passports/
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cruise of the year!  Still, only a very small fraction of the world’s cruise vessels are 
currently backed to sailing. It could be many months before a majority of cruise vessels 
are operating. Some lines already have said it could be well into 2022 before they return 
to normal service.  Meanwhile, the COVID-19 pandemic has thrown a wrench into the 
launch plans for startup lines Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection and Virgin Voyages. Ritz-
Carlton Yacht Collection has now pushed back its inaugural voyage to Nov. 10. Virgin 
Voyages has pushed back its big debut in Miami to the fall (although it plans some 
sailings in the U.K. starting in August). Both lines were originally due to debut in 2020. 
 
There have been a steady number of COVID-19 cases outside of the U.S. primarily 
involving European cruises in the last month, with the Asuka II and Costa Smeralda 
each having a passenger test positive for COVID during the first week in May. The 
Odyssey of the Seas experienced as many as 5 (per news outlets) crew members test 
positive for COVID on May 24th, and the MSC Seaside had two unrelated passengers 
test positive earlier this week. 
 
The two cases on the Millennium bring the total to around at least 225 positive COVID-
19 cases since the cruise industry stopped sailing in the U.S. last year. 
 
Cruise lines have disclosed only 22% of COVID-19 cases on cruise ship outside of the 
U.S., since last March   Unfortunately, the Cruise Line International Association (CLIA) 
initially published false and misleading information that there were only “less than 50 
cases” during this time period.  In a March 24, 2021 press release aimed at convincing 
the CDC to drop its Conditional Sailing Order, CLIA said that “nearly 400,000 
passengers sailed over the last eight months in Europe, Asia, and the South Pacific with 
fewer than 50 COVID cases.” 
 
Many cruise CEO’s, travel writers and cruise bloggers repeated CLIA’s false talking 
points and continue to do so to this day. The ‘CruiseGuy’ downplayed the positive 
COVID-19 cases by repeating the “less-tham-50-cases’ myth in a tweet just today: 
 
This assortment of cruise lines, cruise executives, industry leaders and travel writers 
have consistently understated the true number of COVID-19 cases by over 77%, 
disclosing “less than 50” out of around 225 cases.  A legal firm in Florida has 
meticulously followed the number of positive COVID cases on cruise ships since last 
summer involving passengers and crew members based on news reports, primarily 
from Europe and the Caribbean which are based on cruise line press releases, public 
health authorities and witness accounts. The cases involved MSC Cruises, Costa 
Cruises, TUI Group/Mein Schiff, AIDA, SeaDream, Hurtigruten and a number of smaller 
river cruise ships.  
 
Only half of Americans (50%) are confident that the cruise industry can reopen safely 
coming out of the pandemic, according to a recent Harris Poll Covid-19 tracker survey 
fielded May 26-28 to 1,999 U.S. adults . . . When asked whether they were confident 
that various industries could keep customers safe, respondents rated the cruise industry 
dead last, behind everyday businesses such as retail stores (82%), restaurants (80%), 
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movie theaters (63%) and sports and concert venues (59%). Notably, consumer 
confidence in the cruise industry’s ability to keep passengers safe also lags well behind 
other travel subcategories such as hotels (79%), airlines (69%) and amusement parks 
(63%).  This suggests that the “Trust” issue will remain a problem for the foreseeable 
future.   
 

COVID-19 is a Smokescreen for 5G Radiation Sickness 
The truth eventually comes to the light of day and it is only a matter of time.  We know in 
a war the first thing that is lost is truth!  We are in a war and that is visible by what is 
censored and blocked from the public’s eyes and ears.  The COVID-19 smokescreen 
will be no different, and the cruise industry will be the evidence.  To refresh memories 
here, it was on February 5, 2020 the ‘Diamond Princess’ was boarded at port 
Yokohama in Tokyo Bay by Japanese health officials. Those health officials pronounced 
that 10 persons on board were diagnosed as having Coronavirus, later known as 
COVID-19. The ship was ordered quarantined for 14 days. Nobody could leave the ship 
during the quarantine period. Within 3 days another 125 passengers were diagnosed 
with having COVID-19). By February 13, a total of 218 people were diagnosed with 
having COVID-19. 
 
A little known fact at the time was that the ‘Diamond Princess’ was sporting some new 
high tech 5G large white globes. An earlier news release explained that “Princess 
Cruises has announced a new dimension in its connectivity partnership with SES and 
will become the first global cruise ship fleet with early access to SES’s O3b mPOWER 
network augmenting the Princess Medallion Class experience as it scales across the 
fleet, according to a press release.” –(Cruise Industry News, February 3, 2020.) 
 
Is there a connection between the newly installed 5G network on the ship and the 
passengers being struck ill with Coronavirus? It should be noted that only the Princess 
cruise line that had installed the 5G had outbreaks of COVID-19. In March 2020, the 
‘Grand Princess’ had outbreaks of COVID-19 before docking in San Francisco. The 
‘Ruby Princess’ was reported to have had an outbreak of COVID-19 involving 600 
passengers prior to docking on March 19, 2020, at Sydney, Australia. All of those ships 
are Medallion Class ships with the new 5G white globe connectivity from SES’s O3b 
mPOWER. 
 
SES explains on their website that the O3b mPOWER is a next-generation 5G satellite 
signal system.  
 
“Together with key stakeholders and technology partners, SES Networks is advancing 
satellite integration into 5G through standardization, technology development and 
demonstrations. 
 
SES Networks is advancing satellite integration into 5G through standardization, 
technology development and demonstrations. 
 

https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/22376-princess-gets-access-to-ses-o3b-mpower-satellite-based-communications-system.html
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/22376-princess-gets-access-to-ses-o3b-mpower-satellite-based-communications-system.html
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/22376-princess-gets-access-to-ses-o3b-mpower-satellite-based-communications-system.html
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/22376-princess-gets-access-to-ses-o3b-mpower-satellite-based-communications-system.html
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/22376-princess-gets-access-to-ses-o3b-mpower-satellite-based-communications-system.html
https://www.ses.com/newsroom/accelerating-5g-roll-out-satellite
https://www.ses.com/newsroom/accelerating-5g-roll-out-satellite
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We’ve also invested in the revolutionary O3b mPOWER next-generation satellite 
system, which will augment our existing MEO assets with terabit-scale capabilities.” 
 

Studies Prove Connection between 5G and COVID-19 Symptoms 
What is the effect of 5G on humans? Dr. Magda Havas, Ph.D., sought to answer that 
question. Dr. Havas “compared the average number of cases, deaths, and tests for 
covid-19 per million population in states with and without 5G.” 
 
Dr. Havas found that the standardized testing for states with and without 5G was 
similar. But he discovered a real difference in COVID-19 cases per million population for 
those states that deployed 5G. Dr. Havas found that “Covid-19 cases per million are 
95% higher and covid-19 deaths per million are 126% higher in states with 5G.” 
 

 
 
Covid-19 cases, deaths and tests standardized for population density (data courtesy of 
A. Tsiang).  
A Spanish study proved that countries with 5G had 220% more COVID-19 infections 
than countries that had not deployed 5G. 
 
“The results obtained demonstrate a clear and close relationship between the 
rate of coronavirus infections and 5G antenna location.” 
 
“The case of San Marino is particularly significant. It was the first state in the 
world to install 5G and therefore, the state whose citizens have been exposed to 
5G radiation the longest, and suspiciously, the first state in the world with 
infections. The probability of this happening is 1 in 37,636.”   
 
Indeed, San Marino is truly a stark indicator of 5G culpability for COVID-19. It was the 
first European state to adopt 5G technology and had virtually no regulations on its use. 
Notably, San Marino has the highest incident per 1,000 population of COVID-19 in 
Europe. Indeed, its rate is a whopping 27 times greater than the infection rate in 
Croatia. Why such a stark difference between San Marino and Croatia? The reason is 
that Croatia does not have 5G.  San Marino was operational with 5G in early 2018. 
 
If You Suggest 5G Link, You’re Banned, or Arrested; Yet San Marino, the First 
Country Fully Covered by 5G Networks, Had Highest Coronavirus Death Rate! 

https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/study-shows-direct-correlation-between-5g-networks-and-coronavirus-outbreaks-2/
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/study-shows-direct-correlation-between-5g-networks-and-coronavirus-outbreaks-2/
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San Marino was proud to be the first entire state in the world to be 5G-enabled. “The 
61-square-kilometer microstate, encompassed by Italy, will serve as a living lab for the 
network’s services.” 
 
So the first state to provide 5G services across the whole population, has infection and 
death rates that are nearly three times higher than anywhere else in the world. 
 
Some “living lab”. 
 
It’s a tiny little place, but it is still the first entire country to be fully covered by 5G 
networks. Can any of you explain why San Marino was at the top of this chart?  
Currently, it ranks 6th behind Peru, Hungary, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Czechia, and 
Gibraltar. 
 
The world-o-meter site below enables one to keep a running scorecard of the pandemic 
incredibly useful: 
 
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/  
 
You can click at the top of any column, and it will arrange the data in order by that 
column. So if you click on “Deaths/1 M pop”, there is a country sticking out right at the 
top of the list: San Marino, with 1,061 deaths per million people. The next-highest is 
Spain, with 386 deaths per million. The USA is at 71 per million.  NOTE:  That was as of 
summer, 2020.   

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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San Marino is also way, way at the top of infections per million people. 
 
In Italy itself, Turin was the first city in Europe to have a 5G “edge cloud”. It’s the 
epicenter of the Italian outbreak, not the poorer regions in the south. 
 
There is enough evidence now of a link between 5G and this epidemic, to be able to 
formulate an hypothesis and test it. 
 
It’s difficult, because you don’t know all the radiation exposures in a given place; but you 
can just take the 5G and pandemic maps and do the calculations. And I am certain 
beyond doubt that a proper analysis would reveal that there is a significant correlation. 
 
People keep saying correlation doesn’t prove causation. But in saying this, they are 
tacitly admitting that the superficial correlations are absolutely overwhelming. 
 
Now: why should anyone is put in jail, for pointing out a statistical correlation? If this 
alleged pandemic is truly such a threat to humanity that we have to lock the whole 
planet down, shouldn’t any viable hypothesis be examined?  There would be no need to 
censor search engines for 5G-COVID either!  In the period before the World Health 
Organization (WHO) declared a pandemic, I had saved hundreds of 5G documents,  
Many have been removed from the Internet and others are now censored, and blocked.  
This is especially true for video content. 
 
NO: But if you even suggest that there may be a link, you must be banned outright, and 
in some countries arrested and jailed. This is already happening around the world. And 
it’s all being done — ha ha — in the name of “evidence-backed science”. 
 

5G Explains Cruise Ship COVID-19 Outbreak 
Does 5G explain the COVID-19 outbreak on the Princess cruise ships? A researcher 
has studied the COVID-19 outbreak aboard the ‘Diamond Princess’ and he concluded 
the following: 
 
When the Diamond Princess data was compared to the controls, it’s clear that the death 
and infection rates of the Diamond Princess significantly surpass the death and infection 
rates of all the control data. Ongoing use of 5G can result in potential harm to 
populations. For the above reasons, this paper concludes that 5G wireless technology 
radiation is a probable factor for causing Covid-19 outbreaks, but still identifies other 
causes that still need to be tested. Governments are recommended to impose a 
moratorium on 5G wireless technology until it can be proven that this technology is safe 
for humans and the environment. 
Diamond Princess on or about February 5, 2020, Docked at Tokyo Bay During Its 
COVID-19 Quarantine  
 

 
 
 

http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
https://www.wired.com/story/diamond-princess-coronavirus-covid-19-tokyo-bay/
https://www.wired.com/story/diamond-princess-coronavirus-covid-19-tokyo-bay/
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Wuhan is China’s Experimental City For 5G 
China has one of the largest 5G networks in the world. In November 2019, the Chinese 
government announced plans to blanket China with more than 130,000 5G base 
stations. 
 
Wuhan, China, which started the entire alleged COVID-19 pandemic, was interestingly 
enough one of the first cities in China to be blanketed with 5G technology. The plans to 
blanket Wuhan in 5G bandwidth was announced in April 2018. The Chinese 
government announced that “by 2020, 5G network will cover every corner of the city.” 
 
Sure enough, right on cue, as soon as the 5G network was fired up in Wuhan, the 
citizens started dropping like flies with symptoms that exactly mirrored the symptoms 
associated with COVID-19.  We now know that when China activated 5G in Wuhan, it 
was only 20% activated.  In other articles, I have pointed out that the Pirbright Institute 
in Surrey, UK had a 5G satellite flying overhead of Wuhan, and CIA/MI6 agents directed 
a cyber-attack on the Chinese base stations in Wuhan. 
 
Indeed, the very hospital that treated most of the Wuhan COVID-19 patients was, itself, 
bathed in 5G electromagnetic radiation. 
Wuhan, China’s Experimental city for 5G 
 

What Does 5G Do To Humans? 
Scientific researchers looked at the science behind 5G and its effects on the human 
body. They stated: 
 
In this research, we show that 5G millimeter waves could be absorbed by dermatologic 
cells acting like antennas, transferred to other cells and play the main role in producing 
Coronaviruses in biological cells.  
 
The researchers explained: 
Thus, antenna in this technology could exchange waves with DNAs within cells and 
produce various types of diseases such as COVID-19. 
 
How does this happen? They stated that “5G technology waves could pass the cell 
membranes and lead to production of COVID-19.”  
The researchers concluded: 
 
“In this research, we have shown that new generation mobile technology, like 5G, could 
have the main role in constructing various types of viruses, such as Coronaviruses, 
within a cell.” 
 
These astounding findings were met with an outcry from the larger scientific community 
who put pressure on the publisher of the research paper, ‘Journal of Biological 
Regulators and Homeostatic Agents’, to withdraw the publication of the paper, which 
they did. The paper is now listed as a retracted research paper.  The E-mails to and 
from NIAID Director Anthony Fauci this past week revealed that Dr. Fauci was the one 

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-50258287
http://en.hubei.gov.cn/news/newslist/201804/t20180416_1275769.shtml
http://en.hubei.gov.cn/news/newslist/201804/t20180416_1275769.shtml
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-03-13/Huawei-builds-5G-network-at-Wuhan-Huoshenshan-Hospital-OP6qhHRc1G/index.html
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-03-13/Huawei-builds-5G-network-at-Wuhan-Huoshenshan-Hospital-OP6qhHRc1G/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpPOAA1frVY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf
https://www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf
https://www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32668870/
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who pressured the Indian virologists to withdraw their paper showing and proving that 
the COVID virus had 18 HIV1 fragments and 4 SARS2 inserted into virus, proving that it 
had been engineered into a “bioweapon”.   
 
The original research paper can be downloaded at the link below. 
FIORANELLI-5G-Cause-of-COVID-19Download 
 
What Science Calls Viruses May Really Be Exosomes 
Germ Theory of Diseases Spread by Viruses Has Never Been Proven 
The COVID-19 PCR Test is Detecting DNA Found in All Humans 
The PCR Test is Generating False-Positive COVID-19 Results 
 
The New Antigen Test for COVID-19 is Just as Unreliable as the PCR Test – Great 
Mountain Publishing  

 
We know that 5G radiation affects the blood via the conduit sweat glands in the skin. 
Remember that human blood is water and iron-based. The oxygen carrying capacity of 
the blood is entirely dependent upon the levels of iron and Vitamin B1 (niacin). There is 
no doubt that 5G disrupts the molecular structure. 
 
There is no doubt that 5G disrupts the molecular bonding of niacin and iron with life-
giving oxygen – and so the cells soon become toxic if deprived of O2. Toxic cells in turn 
NATURALLY PRODUCE corona viruses (aka exosomes) in order to aid in 
detoxification. And of course, the POLYMERASE enzyme is what the body uses to 
produce exosomes – thus the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) tests are used to 
falsely diagnose “covid” positives. While in reality, the viruses are actually doing exactly 
what God and Nature intended them to do all along. 
  
What has been so amazing to me is the level of censorship at work to keep this TRUTH 
from being disseminated to the massively duped public.  
 
A group of scientists [Link: FIORANELLI-5G-Cause-of-COVID-19Download] from world-
class institutions wrote a paper on this:  “In this research, we show that 5G millimeter 
waves could be absorbed by dermatologic cells acting like antennas, transferred 
to other cells and play the main role in producing Coronaviruses in biological 
cells. DNA is built from charged electrons and atoms and has an inductor-like 
structure. This structure could be divided into linear, toroid and round inductors. 
Inductors interact with external electromagnetic waves, move and produce some 
extra waves within the cells. The shapes of these waves are similar to shapes of 
hexagonal and pentagonal bases of their DNA source. These waves produce 
some holes in liquids within the nucleus. To fill these holes, some extra 
hexagonal and pentagonal bases are produced. These bases could join to each 
other and form virus-like structures such as Coronavirus. To produce these 
viruses within a cell, it is necessary that the wavelength of external waves be 
shorter than the size of the cell. Thus 5G millimeter waves could be good 

https://greatmountainpublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FIORANELLI-5G-Cause-of-COVID-19.pdf
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FIORANELLI-5G-Cause-of-COVID-19.pdf
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/2020/08/29/what-science-calls-viruses-may-really-be-exosomes/
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/2020/10/10/germ-theory-of-diseases-spread-by-viruses-has-never-been-proven/
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/2020/08/29/the-covid-19-pcr-test-is-detecting-dna-found-in-all-humans/
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/2020/11/19/the-pcr-test-is-generating-false-positive-covid-19-results/
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/2020/11/24/the-new-antigen-test-for-covid-19-is-just-as-unreliable-as-the-pcr-test/
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/2020/11/24/the-new-antigen-test-for-covid-19-is-just-as-unreliable-as-the-pcr-test/
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FIORANELLI-5G-Cause-of-COVID-19.pdf
https://greatmountainpublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FIORANELLI-5G-Cause-of-COVID-19.pdf
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candidates for applying in constructing virus-like structures such as 
Coronaviruses (COVID-19) within cells.”  -(Abstract of Paper). 
 
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is the main problem this year involving the entire 
world (1). This is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus. This 
virus is a member of related viruses that cause diseases in mammals and birds. In 
humans, coronaviruses cause respiratory tract infections that can be mild, such as 
some cases of the common cold (among other possible causes, predominantly 
rhinoviruses), and others that can be lethal, such as SARS, MERS, and COVID-19. 
Among them, COVID-19 is an enveloped virus with a positive-sense single-stranded 
RNA genome and a nucleocapsid of helical symmetry. The genome size of 
coronaviruses ranges from approximately 27 to 34 kilobases, the largest among known 
RNA viruses (2, 3). To date, many scientists have tried to find a method to cure this 
disease (4, 5); however, without success. COVID-19 may have effects on different types 
of cells. For example, it has been argued that this virus may have some effects on 
dermatologic cells (6). On the other hand, it has been known that some waves in 5G 
technology have direct effects on the skin cells (7). Thus, there are some similarities 
between effects of COVID-19 and waves in 5G technology. 
 
A new question arises regarding a relationship between 5G technology and COVID-19. 
The 5G technology is the fifth-generation mobile technology in which its frequency 
spectrum could be divided into millimeter waves, mid-band, and low-band. Low-band 
uses a similar frequency range as the predecessor, 4G. 5G millimeter wave is the 
fastest, with actual speeds often being 1–2 Gbit/s down. Its frequencies are above 24 
GHz, reaching up to 72 GHz, which is above the extremely high frequency band’s lower 
boundary. Millimeter waves have shorter range than microwaves, therefore the reactive 
cells are those with smaller size (8-10). Consequently, biological cells also could act like 
a receiver for these waves. 
 
Many researchers have considered the effects of 5G technology on human health. For 
example, it has been shown that 5G mobile networking technology will affect not only 
the skin and eyes, but will have adverse systemic effects as well (11). In another study, 
it was argued that 5G technologies cause great harm to human health. Cancer is only 
one of the many problems. 5G causes 720 (factorial) different diseases in human 
beings, and can kill everything that lives except some forms of microorganisms (12). To 
consider the effects of 5G millimeter waves on biological systems, we propose a model 
which describes the process of exchanging waves between 5G towers and host cells. 
 
In my research over the past decade, I was able to learn how 5G can be induced into 
the human body through Electroporation, a process of beaming a pathogen directly into 
the pores of human cell tissue.   

 

Electroporation, or electropermeabilization, is a microbiology technique in which an 
electrical field is applied to cells in order to increase the permeability of the cell 
membrane, allowing chemicals, drugs, or DNA to be introduced into the cell (also 
called electrotransfer).  
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In simple terms I could zap you with an invisible “bullet” of my choice that will 
make you sick or kill you!  You would never feel it or know it ever happened!  5G 
wireless energy was created by the military as a weapons system! 
 
Below you will find the most comprehensive directory of articles, papers, studies, and 
information regarding 5G and 5G technologies.  These are from world-wide sources as 
well as the U.S.  Europe was two years ahead of the U.S. when 5G wireless was first 
promoted by AT&T, T-Mobil, Hughes, or Verizon.   
 
DIRECTORY 

 5G ROLL-OUT  
 469 Municipalities in Italy Officially Halt 5G 
 5G – Class Action Lawsuit Filed Against the FCC by Municipalities Across 

the USA 
 5G – Urgent Forbidden Info 
 5G “Dementors” Meet the 4G “Zombie Apocalypse” 
 5G Is Coming, And With It Potentially Calamitous Health Risks 
 5G is Making Phones and Modems Overheat, Bugs Overheat and People 

Sweat. How Not Cool Is That? 
 5G Is The Ultimate Directed Energy Weapon System 
 5G Roll-out Delayed Due to Lack of Willing Workers 
 5G Street Lamps Causing Insomnia, Nose Bleeds, Miscarriage, Birth 

Defects 
 5G: A Plan To Depopulate Earth? 
 5G: The Dominoes Are Starting To Fall 
 Alarming 1980 French Study Finds Rats Exposed to 5G Pulsed 

Microwave Radiation Develop Severe Reproductive Issues 
 Are 5G-Enabled “Smart Ambulance” Tests Contributing to Multiple Deaths 

of UK Ambulance Workers? 
 AUSTRALIAN HERO TAKES OUT 5G CELL TOWERS WITH A TANK! 
 Bias in 5G Reporting at the New York Times? You Betcha! 
 Big Island of Hawaii Bans 5G – Just Days Later, a Major Hurricane is 

Heading Their Way 
 Britain’s First 5G Court Case and the People Won! 
 Brussels – First in the World to Say NO to 5G! 
 Corona Virus Fakery And The Link To 5G Testing 
 Doctors call for delaying deployment of 5G Due to Health Risks 
 Enough of the 5G Hype 
 Family Fighting 5G Transmitter Next to their Child’s Bedroom Has Their 

Youtube Account Deleted 
 FCC Provides $9 Billion to Telecoms for Rural 5G Rollout 
 Former US Presidential advisor Ron Powell PhD on 5G threat to public 

health 
 French NGOs Demand Moratorium on 5G Due to Its “Out of Control” 

Consequences On Society 

https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/469-municipalities-in-italy-officially-halt-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-class-action-lawsuit-filed-against-the-fcc-by-municipalities-across-the-usa/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-class-action-lawsuit-filed-against-the-fcc-by-municipalities-across-the-usa/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-urgent-forbidden-info/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-dementors-meet-the-4g-zombie-apocalypse/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-is-coming-and-with-it-potentially-calamitous-health-risks/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-is-making-phones-and-modems-overheat-bugs-overheat-and-people-sweat-how-not-cool-is-that/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-is-making-phones-and-modems-overheat-bugs-overheat-and-people-sweat-how-not-cool-is-that/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-is-the-ultimate-directed-energy-weapon-system/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-roll-out-delayed-due-to-lack-of-willing-workers/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-street-lamps-causing-insomnia-nose-bleeds-miscarriage-birth-defects/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-street-lamps-causing-insomnia-nose-bleeds-miscarriage-birth-defects/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/1644-2/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/5g-the-dominoes-are-starting-to-fall/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/alarming-1980-french-study-finds-rats-exposed-to-5g-pulsed-microwave-radiation-develop-severe-reproductive-issues/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/alarming-1980-french-study-finds-rats-exposed-to-5g-pulsed-microwave-radiation-develop-severe-reproductive-issues/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/are-5g-enabled-smart-ambulance-tests-contributing-to-multiple-deaths-of-uk-ambulance-workers/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/are-5g-enabled-smart-ambulance-tests-contributing-to-multiple-deaths-of-uk-ambulance-workers/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/australian-hero-takes-out-5g-cell-towers-with-a-tank/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/bias-in-5g-reporting-at-the-new-york-times-you-betcha/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/big-island-of-hawaii-bans-5g-just-days-later-a-major-hurricane-is-heading-their-way/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/big-island-of-hawaii-bans-5g-just-days-later-a-major-hurricane-is-heading-their-way/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/britains-first-5g-court-case-and-the-people-won/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/brussels-first-in-the-world-to-say-no-to-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/corona-virus-fakery-and-the-link-to-5g-testing/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/doctors-call-for-delaying-deployment-of-5g-due-to-health-risks/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/enough-of-the-5g-hype/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/family-fighting-5g-transmitter-next-to-their-childs-bedroom-has-their-youtube-account-deleted/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/family-fighting-5g-transmitter-next-to-their-childs-bedroom-has-their-youtube-account-deleted/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/fcc-provides-9-billion-to-telecoms-for-rural-5g-rollout/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/former-us-presidential-advisor-ron-powell-phd-on-5g-threat-to-public-health/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/former-us-presidential-advisor-ron-powell-phd-on-5g-threat-to-public-health/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/french-ngos-demand-moratorium-on-5g-due-to-its-out-of-control-consequences-on-society/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/french-ngos-demand-moratorium-on-5g-due-to-its-out-of-control-consequences-on-society/
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 Glastonbury Concert Goers Who Paid $315 Per Ticket Were Used as 
‘Guinea Pigs’ in 5G Trial 

 India 5G towers kill 32 villagers in 20 days! 
 Installing a 5G Cell Tower – Aerial Footage – Short Video 
 International Appeal to Stop 5G – Your Help is Needed Now 
 Israel is Behind 5G Technology and the Attempt to Destroy All Life on 

Earth (VIDEO) 
 Locating 5G Cell Towers Near You 
 Long Island Guinea Pigs – 5G Roll-out Tested Without Warning in 

Woodbury 
 Manhole Covers Serve as Antennas Expanding Wireless Network 

Coverage 
 Mill Valley, California Blocks 5G Roll-Out – HOORAY! 
 Millimeter Waves Travel More Than 10 Kilometers in Rural Virginia 5G 

Experiment – So Why Do We Need Small Cell Antennas Every Few Feet? 
 More 5G tower victories across Australia 
 More than 80 cities and counties have filed lawsuits challenging the new 

FCC rules 
 MUST LISTEN! 5G Could Wipe Out Humans, Plants, Animals – Dr. Martin 

Pall 
 New Hampshire Report Concludes 5G is a Health Threat to Humans, 

Animals, and the Environment 
 New York City Saturated with 5G Radiation – People/Pets Becoming Ill – 

Naomi Wolf Reports Her Illness 
 New York Congressman Thomas Suozzi Calls On FCC For 

Documentation That 5G Is Safe 
 New York Times Says 5G Phones Won’t Hurt You – Attacks Russia for 

Putting Out “False” Information Warning People About the Dangers of 5G 
 OOKLA 5G MAP – See if You Will be Zapped Where you Live by 5G 
 Radiation from Cell Phones, Wifi, 5G a Threat to Birds and Bees (and all 

of life) 
 Reasons to Halt 5G 
 REPORT: The Public’s Fear of 5G Health Risks is Spiking 
 RT responds to the lies of the NY Times and Exposes its 5g ties 
 Swiss magazine reports first 5G injuries in Geneva 
 Switzerland Halts Rollout of 5G Over Health Concerns 
 Take Action! Send your legislators this message urging them to oppose 

5G and wireless expansion 
 The 5G Nightmare is Here – January 2019 
 The American People are Rising Against 5G 
 These Cities are Getting 5G by 2019 
 Thousands of Swiss Protest 5G 
 Traitors John Thune and Brian Schatz Introduce Small Cell Streamline Bill 

in the Senate in an Attempt to Override the Will of the American People 
 U.S. Conference of Mayors Threatens to Sue FCC Over Forced 5G 

Rollout if They Persist in Trying to Override Local Property Rights 

https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/glastonbury-concert-goers-who-paid-315-per-ticket-were-used-as-guinea-pigs-in-5g-trial/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/glastonbury-concert-goers-who-paid-315-per-ticket-were-used-as-guinea-pigs-in-5g-trial/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/india-5g-towers-kill-32-villagers-in-20-days/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/installing-a-5g-cell-tower-aerial-footage-short-video/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/international-appeal-to-stop-5g-your-help-is-needed-now/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/israel-is-behind-5g-technology-and-the-attempt-to-destroy-all-life-on-earth-video/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/israel-is-behind-5g-technology-and-the-attempt-to-destroy-all-life-on-earth-video/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/locating-5g-cell-towers-near-you/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/long-island-guinea-pigs-5g-roll-out-tested-without-warning-in-woodbury/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/long-island-guinea-pigs-5g-roll-out-tested-without-warning-in-woodbury/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/manhole-covers-serve-as-antennas-expanding-wireless-network-coverage/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/manhole-covers-serve-as-antennas-expanding-wireless-network-coverage/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/mill-valley-california-blocks-5g-roll-out-hooray/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/millimeter-waves-travel-more-than-10-kilometers-in-rural-virginia-5g-experiment-so-why-do-we-need-small-cell-antennas-every-few-feet/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/millimeter-waves-travel-more-than-10-kilometers-in-rural-virginia-5g-experiment-so-why-do-we-need-small-cell-antennas-every-few-feet/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/more-5g-tower-victories-across-australia/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/more-than-80-cities-and-counties-have-filed-lawsuits-challenging-the-new-fcc-rules/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/more-than-80-cities-and-counties-have-filed-lawsuits-challenging-the-new-fcc-rules/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/must-listen-5g-could-wipe-out-humans-plants-animals-dr-martin-pal/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/must-listen-5g-could-wipe-out-humans-plants-animals-dr-martin-pal/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-hampshire-report-concludes-5g-is-a-health-threat-to-humans-animals-and-the-environment/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-hampshire-report-concludes-5g-is-a-health-threat-to-humans-animals-and-the-environment/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-york-city-saturated-with-5g-radiation-people-pets-becoming-ill-naomi-wolf-reports-her-illness/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-york-city-saturated-with-5g-radiation-people-pets-becoming-ill-naomi-wolf-reports-her-illness/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-york-congressman-thomas-suozzi-calls-on-fcc-for-documentation-that-5g-is-safe/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-york-congressman-thomas-suozzi-calls-on-fcc-for-documentation-that-5g-is-safe/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-york-times-says-5g-phones-wont-hurt-you-attacks-russia-for-putting-out-false-information-warning-people-about-the-dangers-of-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/new-york-times-says-5g-phones-wont-hurt-you-attacks-russia-for-putting-out-false-information-warning-people-about-the-dangers-of-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/ookla-5g-map-see-if-you-will-be-zapped-where-you-live-by-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/radiation-from-cell-phones-wifi-5g-a-threat-to-birds-and-bees-and-all-of-life/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/radiation-from-cell-phones-wifi-5g-a-threat-to-birds-and-bees-and-all-of-life/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/reasons-to-halt-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/report-the-publics-fear-of-5g-health-risks-is-spiking/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/rt-responds-to-the-lies-of-the-ny-times-and-exposes-its-5g-ties/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/swiss-magazine-reports-first-5g-injuries-in-geneva/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/switzerland-halts-rollout-of-5g-over-health-concerns/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/take-action-send-your-legislators-this-message-urging-them-to-oppose-5g-and-wireless-expansion/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/take-action-send-your-legislators-this-message-urging-them-to-oppose-5g-and-wireless-expansion/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/the-5g-nightmare-is-here-january-2019/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/the-american-people-are-rising-against-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/these-cities-are-getting-5g-by-2019/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/thousands-of-swiss-protest-5g/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/traitors-john-thune-and-brian-schatz-introduce-small-cell-streamline-bill-in-the-senate-in-an-attempt-to-override-the-will-of-the-american-people/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/traitors-john-thune-and-brian-schatz-introduce-small-cell-streamline-bill-in-the-senate-in-an-attempt-to-override-the-will-of-the-american-people/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/u-s-conference-of-mayors-threatens-to-sue-fcc-over-forced-5g-rollout-if-they-persist-in-trying-to-override-local-property-rights/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/u-s-conference-of-mayors-threatens-to-sue-fcc-over-forced-5g-rollout-if-they-persist-in-trying-to-override-local-property-rights/
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 UN Staff Member: 5G Is War on Humanity – VIDEO 
 Verizon 5G Home In Sacramento May Not Succeed 
 Verizon brings 5G connectivity to 13 NFL stadiums in time for kickoff 
 Verizon Fighting To Install 100’s of 5G Networks on Syracuse Street 

Lights 
 Walgreens Partners with Verizon to Install 5G in 9000+ U.S. Stores 
 Wealthy Areas Exempt from 5G 
 Well Whaddya Know! NO 5G FOR ISRAEL. 
 What To Expect in 2020 – New Insights and Revelations About 5G – Very 

Important Video 
 Why 5 GHz Wifi Routers Are More Dangerous 

 AIRPORT AND AIRPLANE RADIATION  
 5G Phones May Interfere with Aircraft 
 Airport Scanners Can Rip Apart & Alter DNA 
 DHS Employee Lived Through Hell of 5G! Horrifying Testimony 
 Strong WIFI on Airplanes Causes Flu-Like Symptoms 

 AUTOMOTIVE RADIATION  
 Ford to deploy 5G in ALL US vehicles by early 2022 (frying your brain 

while you drive) 
 Radiofrequencies in Cars: A public health threat 
 Video – What Happens to the Brain While it is Being Exposed to Wireless 

Radiation Inside of a Car? 
 BABIES AND CHILDREN  

 Brain Damage in Children from “Screen Time” – CBS “60 Minutes” 
Reports on $300M Federal Study on American Kids’ Brains Being 
Compromised by Screens 

 Cell phone use in pregnancy may cause behavioral disorders in offspring 
 Cell Tower to Be Removed From School Grounds; Mothers of Cancer 

Survivors Share Feelings of Relief 
 Children are Dropping Dead from Cardiac Arrest in Wifi’d Schools 
 DANGER – Wifi, Ipads, and Children 
 EMFs and Miscarriage: The Evidence Mounts 
 Experts Warn Cell Phones Could Cause Spike in Childhood Cancer 
 Exposing Secret US Government Programs of Exposing Pregnant Women 

and their Babies to Radiation 
 Genocide 101 – Fatal Childhood Cancers Skyrocket in Western PA – 

Greensburg and Canonsburg Hit Very Hard 
 Girl (9) Hangs Herself After Mom Bans Early Morning Cellphone Use 
 Got Kids? Brain Cancer #1 for Children 15-19 yrs While FDA Minimizes 

Risk of Wireless Radiation 
 Heart Problems in School Children Exposed to WiFi 
 High-Pitched Screaming and Sleep Disorders in Children Disappear when 

EMF/Microwave Frequencies are Removed (VIDEO) 
 Hospital Reduces Children’s Exposure to WiFi Radiation Because They 

Are More Vulnerable to It 
 How the Tech Industry Uses Psychology to Hook Children 

https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/un-staff-member-5g-is-war-on-humanity-video/
https://radiationdangers.com/5g-roll-out/verizon-5g-home-in-sacramento-may-not-succeed/
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 Huggies Now Selling Smart Diapers With Bluetooth Sensors Even Though 
Radiation Exposure From Them Isn’t Safe for Babies 

 Long Island – Half Hollow School District Receives Recommendations 
from Experts Regarding the Effects of Wireless Exposure in Schools 

 Must Watch – The Pain We Are Causing Our Babies by Using Cell 
Phones – 6 Minutes 

 Neurological disease and disorders have been increasing at alarming 
rates. Anxiety, ADHD, depression and autism have been increasing at 
alarming rates in children, adolescents, and young adults 

 Our Children are Now in Grave Danger – by Claire Edwards 
 Parents are Withdrawing Children from Schools Du to WiFi / Phone Mast 
 Parents Blame Elementary School’s Cell Tower After 4th Student 

Diagnosed With Cancer 
 Radiation Dangers – What About the Children? 
 Radiation from Wifi and Cell Phones Causes 50% Increased Risk of 

Miscarriage 
 Radiation-Emitting Technologies Linked to Autism Symptoms in Children 
 School in Kerry County, Ireland Introduces Ban on Smart Phones and 

Social Media — Children were Involved with “Inappropriate Material” 
 Smart Diapers- To Ensure Your Children Become Sterile 
 Smartphones, tablets causing mental health issues in kids as young as 

two 
 Somerset Parent Pulls Child out of School Due to Wifi Radiation 
 Taiwan Makes it ILLEGAL for Children to Use Devices! 
 The Devil Lives in Our Cell Phones – Elite Parents Do Not Let Their Kids 

Have Cell Phones 
 What are We Doing to Our Children? Wireless Baby Monitors — Check 

Out These Radiation Readings! 
 Wi-Fi in Schools: Experimenting With the Next Generation 
 Wifi is Killing Children – A Thalidomide in the Making – Barrie Trower 
 Wifi Radiation Killing Millions Says Barrie Trower – Microwave Weapons 

Expert 
 Wireless Devices Can Cause Devastating Illness in Children (and Adults) 

— Does Your Child Have Symptoms of Microwave Sickness? 
 Wireless Radiation and Our Children’s Brains 

 BABY MONITORS  
 Baby Monitor Radiation Levels OFF THE CHARTS! 
 Please Get the Digital Baby Monitor OUT of the Nursery! 

 BIRDS, INSECTS, ANIMALS, WILDLIFE AND NATURE  
 40% of Honeybee Colonies GONE In Less Than One Year 
 All Bees DEAD After Cell Tower Activated in Eagle, Idaho – VIDEO 
 Animals, Insects, Birds and Plants Under Stress from Wireless Radiation – 

VIDEO 
 Dying birds fall from the sky ‘screaming and bleeding from their eyes’ in 

horrific incident in Australia 
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 Got Radiation Poisoning? 40% of the US’ honey bee colonies died 
between October 2018 and April 2019 

 Hundred of Birds Drop Dead During 5G Experiment in The Hauge, The 
Netherlands 

 Hundreds of Birds Found Dead on Cruise Ship 
 Hundreds of Thousands of Birds Drop Dead Across American South 
 Mammals, Birds, Insects and Plants Harmed by Radiation Emanating from 

Wi-Fi, Cellphone Towers, Microwave Transmitters, etc. 
 Our cellphone addiction is turning wireless tech into an invisible weapon 

that’s destroying wildlife 
 Radiation from Cellphones, Wifi Hurting the Birds and Bees – 5G Will 

Make it Worse 
 The Insect Apocalypse Is Here – What does it mean for the rest of life on 

Earth? 
 Too Much Mobile Ringing Will Soon Mean Birds No Longer Singing 
 Utterly Horrifying – Video Evidence of the Bee Holocaust Caused by 4G 

and 5G Frequencies 
 Video – Animals are Dying Near Wind Turbines and Cell Towers – 

Farmers are Organizing in France 
 Wi-Fi Makes Trees Sick, Study Says 

 CANCER CLUSTERS 
 CELL PHONES & TABLETS  

 “Tingly Thigh Syndrome” Is On The Rise, Not Enjoyable, And May Be 
Related To Cell Phones In Pockets 

 2nd Grader Wishes that Cell Phones Didn’t Exist Due to Parents’ Heavy 
Use – How Digital Addiction is Hurting Us All. 

 Australia – Mobile phones to be banned in all public schools 
 Brain Tumor Rates Rising – Cell Phone Radiation Linked 
 Cell Phone Industry, in Collusion with the Fake Scientists and the U.S. 

Media, Continues its Ruse About Cellphone “Safety” 
 Cell Phone Radiation Changes Brain Metabolism 
 Cell Phone Use at Night can lead to Poor Sleep, Mood Disorders 
 Cell Phone Wireless Radiation is Associated with DNA Damage 
 Childhood Addiction to Tablets, Phones, and Laptops – It’s Like Digital 

Cocaine 
 China Bans Smartphones in Schools 
 Clear Evidence of Brain and Heart Tumors from Cell Phone Radiation – 

Study 
 Fifth Court in Italy Ruled Cell Phones Cause Cancer and Determined It Is 

An Occupational Disease 
 FRANCE – Cell Phones Banned in Schools – Lunchrooms, Hallways, 

Playground 
 Girl, 14, Killed in Her Sleep by Exploding Cell Phone 
 How Big Technology Companies Control the Minds of the Masses 

Through Smart Phone Addiction 
 Is your smart phone stealing your memory? 
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 Italy – Turin Court Confirms Link Between Head Tumour and Mobile 
Phone Use 

 Mobile Phone Cover-up? Gov’t advisory body disbanded – inaccurate and 
misleading conclusions remain 

 Smartphone Addiction Related to Sugar, Narcotics, Alcohol, Pornography, 
Gambling Addictions 

 Smartphones in Hospitals Causing Staph Infections 
 Study: Cell Phone Radiation Leads to Memory Damage In Teens 
 This is what your smartphone is doing to your brain — and it isn’t good 
 Video – Cell Phone Radiation – How to Use a Cellphone More Safely 
 Your Cell Phone Is 10 Times Dirtier Than a Toilet Seat 

 CELL TOWERS  
 14 die of cancer in seven years living next to phone mast with highest 

radiation levels in UK 
 Cell Tower Near Preschool Threatens to Close Down the Business (and 

Harm the Children) 
 Children in Ireland Protest against Cell Tower at their School 
 Mahopac, New York Planning Board Rejects 2 Cell Tower Applications 

After Residents Hire Attorney 
 New study links over 7,000 cancer deaths to cell phone tower radiation 

exposures 
 OUTSTANDING List of Studies Regarding Cell Towers Causing Cancer 

and Other Illnesses 
 CLIMATE CHANGE 
 CONTACT 
 DETOX  

 Detoxing Radiation and Heavy Metals 
 Protecting Ourselves from Chemtrails/Metals 
 Radiation Detox – How to Help the Body after Intense Exposure to 

Radiation 
 Radiation Detox – Nature’s 5 Most Powerful Protections 

 DIRTY ELECTRICITY  
 Best Explanation for Dirty Electricity I Have Seen Yet 
 How To Detect Dirty Electricity From Light Bulbs 
 Important Facts About Dirty Electricity 
 Is Dirty Electricity Making You Sick in Your Own Home? 

 DONATIONS 
 DRIVERLESS CARS 
 EHS  

 For Teens and Young Adults – Do You Have Any of These Symptoms 
 Scientific Studies Regarding Electrosensitivity (EHS) 
 VIDEO – Dr. Carlos Sosa – Addressing Wifi and Electrosensitivity 
 WiFi Sickness and EHS Deemed a Disability by California Court of 

Appeals 
 ELECTRIC GRID RADIATION DANGERS 
 EMF QUIET ZONES  
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 EMF Sanctuaries 
 EMF/MICROWAVE FACTS  

 Forbes Runs A Piece on the Electromagnetic Health Crisis 
 Microwave frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) produce widespread 

neuropsychiatric effects including depression 
 Russia Calls for New EMF Hazard Warning Signs on Cell Phones and 

Other Wireless Devices 
 The facts about the criminal FCC 

 ENERGY-SAVING LIGHT BULBS 
 EVENTS  

 5G DAY OF ACTION 
 5G Day of Action – May 15, 2019 – CA,HI,IL,MA, 

MD,MI,NC,NY,OR,PA,SC,VT,WA,WI 
 5G Showdown in Washington 
 EMF Health Summit Starts Today – June 14-20, 2019 
 EVENT – Bay Area Documentary – Child, Disrupted – Feb 7, 2018 
 FREE ONLINE EVENT – Cancer/Suicide at School: Exploring Causation 

& Solutions – June 27, 2019 
 Free Webinar – 9-26-18 – The Health Impact of Cell Radiation – Breast 

Cancer Coalition 
 Free Webinar – Medical Treatment for People with EMF/Radiation 

Sickness 
 Keeping Your Child Safe In A High Tech World 
 Mark Steele speaking in Central London – 5G and the Rule of Law – 

Violations of the Nuremberg Code 
 Michigan – Dec 4, 2018 – Wireless Technologies: Benefits & Risks 
 New York – Dec 1, 2018 – We Are the Evidence 
 Take Action Against 5G, Smart Grid and the Toxic Wireless Industry- 

Earth Day (Monday April 22nd 2019) 
 Upcoming Webinar May 9, 2018 – EMF Hazards – Cancer, Miscarriage 

 FIRE FIGHTERS AND POLICE AT RISK  
 Firefighters Fighting Cell Towers 

 GAMING ADDICTION  
 Rise In Gaming Addiction During “COVID-19: 

 ILLNESSES AND DEATHS  
 Cell Tower Deaths 
 Workers Say Cell Tower Sites Putting Them at Risk – Video 

 IN-HOME ANALYSIS 
 INFERTILITY  

 Wifi devices cause infertility 
 WiFi killing men’s sperm, study reveals 

 LATEST NEWS  
 Great News! Verizon is Drowning in Debt! 

 LAWSUITS AGAINST BIG TECH  
 Apple and Samsung facing class action suit due to handset RF radiation 

emissions 
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 Google, Facebook, Neuralink Sued for Weaponized A.I. Tech, Complicity 
in Genocide and Endangering Humanity 

 LED LIGHTS 
 MICROWAVE OVENS 
 MICROWAVE WEAPONS 
 MIND CONTROL  

 New “Monarch” Brain Device Approved for ADHD 
 MY STORY  

 Digital “Opt-Out” Meter Has Been Removed from Our Home!! 
 Microwave Radiation Poisoning – My Symptoms are Worsening 
 My Health Has Taken a Downturn 

 NUCLEAR RADIATION 
 PRIVACY POLICY 
 RADIATION SICKNESS  

 “The Flu” and “Microwave Sickness” Share Many of the Same Symptoms 
 5G Causing Illnesses, Stabbing Feeling, Migraines, Dizziness, Vertigo, 

Skin Rashes, Blurred Vision And More 
 American Embassy Workers Definitely Harmed by Microwave Energy 

Says National Academies of Sciences 
 Child testifies about the dangers of WiFi in schools 
 Electro-Sensitivity and Microwave Illness — The Epidemic of our Time 

(VIDEO) 
 EMF Health Effects Survey 2019 
 Merriam Webster Adds “Microwave Sickness” (Radiation Sickness) to the 

Dictionary 
 U.S. Gov’t Knew Decades Ago About Adverse Health Effects of Exposure 

to WiFi Radiation – 4,000 Documents Confirms 
 RINGING IN THE EARS AND “TINNITUS”  

 Cell Phone Tower Tinnitus 
 Is it Tinnitus or is it Ultrasonic and/or Microwave Hearing? 
 Ultrasonic Waves are Everywhere. Can you Hear Them? 

 SAFETY STANDARDS 
 SATELLITE RADIATION  

 20,000 Satellites for 5G to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of 
Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth 

 SHIELDING 
 SMART METERS  

 Evidence is UNDENIABLE: Smart meters cause massive changes to the 
heart 

 French Court Rules Against Linky Smart Meters for Health Reasons 
 French Court Rules that Installation of Smart Meters is Not Mandatory in 

European Law 
 How PG&E Started the California Fires — Smart Meters are Directed 

Energy Weapons 
 India Rises Up Against Smart Meter Assault 
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 Medical Doctor’s Letter Opposing Unrestricted 5G and Smart Meter Roll 
Out 

 Nerve Disrupting Frequencies Radiating from Smart Meters 
 New Mexico Stops Smart Meter Roll-out 
 PG&E Smart Meters Emit Harmful Pulsed Microwave Radiation Between 

10K-190K Times Per Day 
 PG&E to Pay $1B for CA Wildfires. But What About Lawsuits for Smart 

Meter Fires? Is There A Link? 
 Smart Meter Fires 
 Smart Meter Noise and “The Hum” – Ultrasonic Noise that People and 

Animals Can Hear 
 Smart Meter Radiation Protection Tips 
 Smart Meters a Huge Threat to Privacy 
 Smart Meters are Illegal – Coalition Demands that Seattle and all Utilities 

Ban Smart Meters and 5G 
 Smart Meters Can Interfere with a Healthy Heart – Pacemaker, Breathing 

Problems – VIDEO 
 Smart Water Meters Halted in Chicago – Causing Brain-Damaging Lead 

to Leak into Water Supply 
 Symptoms from Exposure to Smart Meter RF/Microwave Radiation 
 The Evidence Mounts – Were Smart Meters and/or other Directed Energy 

Weapons Involved in the California Fires? Is the “Deep State” Murdering 
American People? 

 The Facts About Smart Meter Transmisions and Frequencies 
 The Role Of Utility Meters In Mass Surveillance 
 The Truth About Smart Meters (VIDEO) 
 Video Evidence of Smart Meter Radiation – EXTREME DANGER! 
 Water and Electrical Bills Skyrocket Across Long Island After Installation 

of Smart Meters 
 Your Smart Meter May Be Killing You – Video 

 SMOKE DETECTORS 
 SOLAR POWER – BEWARE  

 Solar Power Plants Setting Birds on Fire – As Many as 28,000 Birds 
Annually Going Up in Flames 

 Tesla Solar Panels Are Catching Fire – Amazon and Walmart Have Both 
Been Burned – Walmart Is Suing 

 STUDIES  
 5G Dangers – Dr. Martin Pall – Letter to the Guardian Newspaper 
 Important Cell Tower Studies 
 List of Studies that Prove 5G and 4G Densification Is NOT Safe (and 3G 

Isn’t Safe Either) 
 Scientific Studies Showing Harm 
 Studies regarding Power Lines, Magnetic Fields, Pulsed EMFs and the 

Link to Disease 
 Study Finds Association Between Covid-19 Cases/Deaths and 5G in the 

United States 
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Effect of Millimeter Waves 
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 Prenatal Ultrasound – Not So Sound After All 
 Prenatal Ultrasound and the Dangers of Non-Ionizing Radiation 
 Prenatal Ultrasound is Anything but Safe – Causing Disastrous Genetic 
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 Prenatal Ultrasound is Causing Intrauterine Growth 

Restriction/Retardation 
 Ultrasound Linked to Miscarriage and Fetal Demise 
 Ultrasound Pregnancy Risks – Latest Research About The Dangers 
 What’s Wrong With Ultrasound? 
 Your Runny Nose Could be Leaking Brain Fluid — This is Radiation 
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 French court rules against Linky smart meters for health reasons 
 No 5G at L.A. Ports! – Dockworkers Successfully Fight Against 
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 Oregon bans mobiles in schools 
 Protest leads to removal of cell mast from school 

 VIDEOS  
 New Verizon Ad Preys on Weak Human Egos 
 Prenatal Ultrasound and the Dangers of Non-Ionizing Radiation 
 Wi-Fi Exposure from “Smart” Washing Machine 

 WHAT WE CAN DO  
 13 Natural Remedies for Radiation Exposure 
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 WIFI RADIATION  
 15-Year-Old Commits Suicide Due to Wifi “Allergy” 
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 School Students Experiment With WiFi Effects on Seeds and Are Shocked 
By the Results 
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Blessings,  
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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